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Interview between the Wife of Bath and the Pardoner 

Standards 

Students will be able to… 

2. Identify the connections between the messages of literature and its historical context. C 

6.    Infer and justify motive, resulting behavior, and consequences. C 

7.    Employ a wide range of strategies as they write and use different writing process elements 
appropriately to communicate with different audiences for a variety of purposes. C 

11. Collaborate with peers through daily participation in group activities and tasks. P 

Task 

 Canterbury Chronicles wants to do a piece on misunderstood pilgrims.  Most controversial 
among recent travelers are the Wife of Bath and the Pardoner.  Rather than interview each, the 
magazine would like them to interview each other.  You will take on the perspective of one of the two, 
write questions for your fellow pilgrim, and in partner groups conduct the dual interview. 

 Your goal as an interviewer is to ask the hard-hitting questions, but you must try to maintain 
your pilgrim perspective as well!  

 When you are the subject of the interview, you should tie in details from the Prologue and tale 
as well as infer information based on your knowledge of Chaucer’s world of medieval England.  

Please make sure to provide me with a “clean copy” of your 
questions. 

Please make sure to provide me with a copy of the questions posed as well as your answers.
 After you conduct the dual interview, shed your literary perspectives and identify and discuss 

the irony you might note if you read this dual interview in a magazine.  

  

 

Annotate your questions 
and answers to indicate your conclusions. 
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Rubric 
 
 

 5 3 1 

Interview questions Story-based, address 
appropriate 
controversy, represent 
interviewer’s 
character/role 

Story-based, address 
appropriate  
controversy, do not 
effectively represent 
interviewer’s 
character/role 

Do not consider major 
details from the story 
and/or do not address 
appropriate controversy 
effectively, no 
consistent 
consideration of 
interviewer’s 
character/role 

Interview answers Story-based, reflect 
character’s 
motivation/role  

Story-based, some 
attempts to reflect 
character’s 
motivation/role 

Do not consider major 
details from the story, 
character’s motivation 
unclear/incorrect 
inferences 

Collaboration  Prepared and 
cooperative with 
partner 

Not prepared and/or 
not cooperative with 
partner 

Identification of irony  Irony noted accurately 
in questions and 
answers (at least 2 
comments for 
questions, at least 2 
comments for answers) 

A few examples of irony 
noted accurately in 
questions and/or 
answers 

 
     Total  /16 

 

 


